Biological Honors Society Biology Club  
Spring 2018  
Tuesdays 12-1pm

Dr. Joy Peterson, Director of UGA’s Master’s Program in Biomanufacturing & Bioprocessing  
Curious about your next steps?  
Come learn about graduate programs in environmental and life sciences at UGA  
Jan. 30th  
124 PSC

Dr. Benjamin Stoff, Dermatologist, Assistant Professor at Emory School of Medicine  
Join us for an exciting opportunity to learn about the pathways to becoming a dermatologist and career options after the MD!  
Feb. 5th  
203 SCE

Dr. Michael Kuhar, Professor at Emory School of Medicine, Scientist at Yerkes Research Center  
Come learn about Dr. Kuhar’s journey to becoming scientist and his significant research in neuropsychiatric diseases.  
Feb. 6th  
124 PSC

Zoo Atlanta  
Do you love animals? We do! Join us as we learn more about animals featured at the zoo as well as career opportunities.  
Feb. 20th  
517 Kell

Dr. Samer Gozem, Assistant Professor at GSU  
Explore how you can use your degree in Chemistry to pursue a career as a scientist. Dr. Gozem can also give insight on other career options with a chemistry degree.  
Feb. 27th  
124 PSC

Adria Lee, Epidemiologist at the CDC  
Explore how you can help society with your STEM degree.  
Mar. 6th  
124 PSC

Dr. Charlie Benson, Associate Professor at GSU, Immunology and Cancer Research  
Our last meeting of the year! Join us as Dr. Benson talks about her journey becoming a principle investigator focused on cancer treatments.  
Mar. 20th  
218 SCE

Questions? Email Us at: TriBetaGSU@gmail.com  
Add us on Facebook (TribetaAtGSU)  
Office: 440 Kell Hall